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Back from a cruise to Israel. I will
put out a special Thursday edition
with brief discussion about Israel.

To those that say DeSantis should
wait his turn…..He Did. He was
always supposed to run in 2024.
Trump was not supposed to lose
2020. Trump messed the timeline
not DeSantis.

Now we hear: “ DeSantis is not
being loyal.”
DeSantis was loyal. He delivered
the State of Florida for Trump in
2020, by removing the
Supervisors of Elections in
Broward and Palm Beach County.
Trump won Florida, while most of
the swing state governors lost.

Since election day 2020, I told you
that DeSantis was going to run.
You can bet the bank. Turned out I
am right.

Alan….. DeSantis is so far down in
the polls.

DeSantis has a pattern. When he
is building and fixing, his numbers
crash. Then he is proven right,
and his number soar.

7/23/2020 because he reopened
Florida in April: 41% approve /
52% Disapprove

9/2021 DeSantis’ Net Approval
Rating Drops 14 Points Amid
Covid Spike.
July 2021: 38% Independents
disapprove. Late Aug. 2021: 51%
Disapprove.

Nov 2022: Wins by 20 points.

Who is MAGA?
Everyone that supported Trump in
2016 and 2020 is MAGA.
How do we differentiate the Trump
supporters whose sole goal in life
is to make up for the stolen
election of 2020 by nominating
Trump at any cost?

I will name them “MAGA2020”.
This differentiator will become
very important in the next few
months.

DeSantis’ Twitter launch was a
disaster. However, there are worse
things in the world than having
Elon Musk owe  you BIGLEY!!.

DeSantis has a very unusual path.
He does not need to beat Trump.
He needs for Republican’s to
believe that he CAN beat Trump.

If DeSantis makes the case that he
can beat Trump, there will be a
significant change in polling.
 

Many that want DeSantis, will not
shift their support because
looking at the polling and the
media they have been told Trump
is unbeatable.

Reverse the perception and
everything changes.

Democrats have a major
advantage in 2024. The DNC is
after the RNC. They can see who
is the Republican nominee, and
then draft a change at their
convention.

If Trump does not make an
unbiased assessment of why he
lost in 2020 he will go down in
flames and bring the party down
with him if he is the nominee.

“They cheated,” is not enough.
What did Trump do wrong? If you
are MAGA 2020 and cannot
answer this question, you are part
of the problem.

Why does the NAACP publish a
warning about travel to Florida?
Because DeSantis gave us school
choice. The state gives money to
black parents (actually all parents)
to send their children to good
schools of their choosing. Once
black children go to good schools
and get a REAL education, they
are no longer dependent on the
race baiters who try to keep them
down at every step of the way.

This is just starting to show. It will
be a while before it is
commonplace.

The MAGA 2020 crowd is
attacking DeSantis supporters.
They are saying that under no
circumstances will they support
DeSantis if he wins the
nomination so we have no choice
but to support Trump.

Now you’re starting to see the
DeSantis supporters responding
by saying that they will vote
against Trump if he gets the
nomination. This has nothing to
do with candidates. This is
supporters getting into a pissing
contest.

If Trump supporters do not
promise to support the nominee,
there will be hell  to pay and
Democrats will take it all.

Final Question: if Trump wins, but
does not have majorities in House
and Senate, what do you expect
him to accomplish?
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